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Section 1 -  Introduction 
SocIoTal addresses a crucial next step in the transformation of an emerging business driven 
Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure into an all-inclusive one for the society by accelerating 
the creation of a socially aware citizen-centric Internet of Things. It will close the emerging gap 
between business centric IoT enterprise systems and citizen provided infrastructure. SocIoTal 
will establish an IoT eco-system that puts trust, user control and transparency at its heart in 
order to gain the confidence of everyday users and citizens  
Chasing one of the main SocIoTal objectives: providing citizens with tools and mechanisms to 
lower the barriers of participation in the IoT domain, the WP5 focuses its work on the design, 
deployment and coordination of different pilot services, thus demonstrating the applicability of 
the tools and techniques developed in the rest of work packages and finally bringing the 
experiment to the citizens, creating each corresponding field trial that will also collect the 
involved citizens’ feedback. These actions pursue adding a new, powerful and rich IoT 
development framework, providing a wealth of opportunities for the creation of new services 
and applications that address true societal needs and allow the improvement of the quality of 
life across European cities and communities. 

1.1 Service Pilots Task’s Objectives   

From the initial architecture designed in WP1 and the following developments in WP2, WP3 
and WP4, initial scenarios for the field trials were described in Task 5.1. From that starting 
point, the aim of Task 5.3 was to implement at least two different services in Novi Sad (Serbia) 
and Santander (Spain) in order to demonstrate, as field trials, the new SocIoTal Integrated 
Platform capabilities whilst creating new value added services for citizens. This will also 
provide and evaluation of all platform components, already tested in Task 5.2, but this time 
working in an integrated manner in real environments, with real users, facing all the constraints 
and limitations that a complex society can pose in these kinds of deployments. 
Thus, the final implementation of the services involves two remarkable aspects: the 
deployment of the SocIoTal tools in the real and dynamic environment of a city, and the final 
involvement of the users, the citizens. The first task has been undertaken relying on the 
previous integration processes, the trials of the different components of the platform and new 
implementations to shape the final scenarios. Regarding the involvement of the citizens, it has 
been the result of the work accomplished in the WP6 related to engagement activities such as 
Meetups, information meetings, presentations, tutorials, etc. 
In order to come full circle, a complete evaluation process has been performed in this task by 
gathering feedback from end users and realising the correspondents quantitative and 
qualitative analysis of the tools. These results provide the information to be able to mine the 
conclusions about what are the strengths and weaknesses of the whole platform, thus 
extracting the lessons learnt for future implementations and deployments. 
Each set of implemented and deployed service/s, plus the actions to involve users and 
evaluate it that defines the corresponding field trial is what it is called Pilot within WP5. 
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1.2 Deliverable 5.3 structure 

The purpose of this document is therefore to present the deployment of the final pilots, the use 
of the different SocIoTal platform components and even the required keys in order to replicate 
the scenarios. On the other hand, it also covers the evaluation of these pilots, involving final 
users with different profiles and the collection of their requested feedback. It is structured as 
follows:  
Section 2 aims to offer a general view of the final version of the SocIoTal integrated platform 
by providing a technical overview of the different components with links to its specific 
descriptions. In addition, this section will provide the details of the final version of the SocIoTal 
demos.  
Section 3 will extendedly describe the pilots and testing deployments providing information 
about scenarios, technical description, user enrolment, deployment and evaluation processes.   
Section 4 will provide a general overview of the gathered evaluation feedback. Firstly, there 
will be presented the main results in terms of user’s participation, platform performance and 
feedback collections; and after this, the set of actions required to cover the new requirements 
or bugs that have been detected during the evaluation process in order to be taken into account 
in future implementations. 
Final conclusions will be provided in Section 5, presenting a summary of the achievements of 
this deliverable. In addition to this documentation, an appendix is attached presenting the 
results of the questionnaires spread over the participants of the pilots with the purpose of 
gathering all possible feedback from them. 
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Section 2 -  SocIoTal Integrated Platform 
One of the most valuable outcomes of SocIoTal is the integrated platform it provides. Fully 
described in D1.2.2 [1], this platform brings together all the core components and context 
enablers developed in WP2 (security & trust, bubbles and communities), WP3 (context 
providers) and WP4 (users’ and developers’ environments) and tested in Task 5.2 [2] to 
provide the final user with a set of integrated tools, APIs and functionalities with which they are 
able to design, develop and deploy their IoT applications and business models. This Integrated 
platform will be also used to develop and deploy the SocIoTal pilots and services described in 
D5.1 [3]. 
Apart from all included technologies, components and developed functionalities, from a high 
level point of view, this platform presents a set of characteristics that makes it different from 
other existing alternatives:  

• It has been conceived from a citizen centric vision, that is, trying to provide the most 
standard and easy-to-understand interfaces as possible, in order to foster the approach 
of final users to IoT by providing them with simple-but-versatile tools that cover the 
functionalities required to start an IoT application.   

• It is an open source platform, with all the core components published [4], including 
available tutorials to download, create and run an owned fully operative and 
manageable instance of the platform. In addition, a working cloud instance of it has 
been deployed and currently supported at end user disposal to test and create their 
own communities and sharing environments.  

• It introduces a very strong security focused component, as briefly presented in 
Section 2.2, that provides the users and developers with the communities and bubbles 
concepts, the ability to create secure environments where sharing data, design 
applications and develop business models, all of this reinforced with the trust 
management. 

2.1 Functional description 

The whole SocIoTal Integrated Platform is technically described in the Deliverable 1.2.2 [1] 
and supported by updates on every component through the SocIoTal GitHub [4] corresponding 
folder. As it can be shown in Figure 1, the platform architecture is based on IoT-A and relies 
on FIWARE architecture to implements its core. It is constructed around the Context Manager 
[5] (developed within WP3) and the context information provided by the context entities so that 
all SocIoTal components and enablers, some way or another, interact with it either, requesting 
and/or providing context. It acts as the entities directory and context information repository and 
implements NGSI9/10 interfaces to provide access. 
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Figure 1. SocIoTal’s Integrated Platform architecture 

The AAA security server (from WP2) provides a secured access to the Context Manager by a 
novel authorisation mechanism based on user’s credentials and attributes, as described in 
section 2.2, which is one of the technical innovations introduced by the project. This credentials 
based system provides the Capability-Tokens required to access the Context Manager and 
the basis to create the bubbles that encrypts shared information. The SocIoTal Identity 
Manager [6], that also implements, in addition to host the SocIoTal User’s directory, it provides 
the Community-Tokens required to protect entities and context information within user-created 
SocIoTal Communities [7]. The Trust & Reputation manager [8] includes information related to 
the resources’ and users’ reliability that also helps to protect shared resources from undesired 
access.  From the user’s perspective, this SocIoTal secure framework is handled through 
provided Java libraries and REST resources. 
For final users and developers, on top of the platform, the Web User Environment [9] and the 
Mobile User Environment [10] (from WP4) provide easy-to-manage interfaces to access main 
SocIoTal functionalities, whilst the Developer’s environment [11] expands this access to all 
features, supported by the corresponding components APIs [12]. 
On the bottom part, the Device Gateway and the Sensinact Studio, plus the Context manager 
APIs build the door to register and upload data from user’s owned devices and information 
sources to be later shared and exploited within the platform. 
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2.2 Security features 

The SocIoTal Platform includes the implementation of the main security components defined 
in the scope of SocIoTal Security Framework, which was formerly described in WP2 [13]. Thus, 
the platform instance includes the latest developments of the Identity Management, 
Authorization, Group Manager and Trust Manager. The platform is endowed with the service 
side deployments of those components. Concretely, the following security services are 
deployed in the SocIoTal platform: 
Authorization 

• Capability Manager. It is a HTTPS server, developed in java servlets, accepting 
requests for capability tokens generation. Additionally, this entity acts as a HTTP client 
requesting authorization decisions to the Policy Decision Point. This component is 
installed in the Tomcat Server. The CapManager interacts with the SocIoTal IdM. 

• Policy Decision Point (PDP). It is a HTTPS server based on XACML. It accepts XACML 
requests, which are attached into HTTP requests within the body. The PDP is contacted 
by the Capability Manager before generating a capability token for the Capability Client. 
The PDP is written in Java and deployed in the Tomcat. The XACML engine relies on 
Sun XACML’s library. 

• Policy Administration Point (PAP). It is the entity responsible for managing the access 
control policies. It provides the functionality so users can define XACML policies in 
user-friendly way. The PAP has a GUI to facilitate the generation of XACML policies. 
The PAP is deployed in the Tomcat server. 

Identity Management 
• SocIoTal-Issuer-Server [14]: It is a web application implemented with Java servlets and 

XML-RPC which allows generating Idemix credentials for clients. Communications are 
done by https. The client must be authenticated against the Issuer using a valid 
certificate. The Issuer also support the verification functionality. The Issuer is deployed 
in Tomcat web application Server. 

• SocIoTal-IdM-Enabled-Capability Manager [15]: The IdM-Enabled-Capability-Manager 
is a web application that allows users to obtain capability tokens using their partial 
identities. In other words, it allows authenticating and demonstrating their attributes by 
means of Idemix proofs of having a valid credential issued by the Issuer. 

• SocIoTal-Verifier-Server [16]: It is a web application, also implemented with Java 
servlets and XML-RPC, which is able to validate partial identities presented by the client 
application. 

• Fiware IdM KeyRock [17]. The instance is deployed as standalone server, by default in 
port 5000 but the host and the port is configurable. It is required the usage of the admin 
account to make use of the SCIM interface provided by this IdM. This admin token will 
be included in the headers of the requests to KeyRock (X-Auth-Token header). The 
KeyRock Horizon front end is not installed, since SocIoTal has its own web user 
environment which is connected to SocIoTal IdM, and in turn, with KeyRock through 
the APIs. 
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• Https proxy: as Fi-ware KeyRock release does not support Https by default, this proxy 
acts as HTTPs entry point, i.e. as front end capturing the HTTPs requests to KeyRock 
and redirecting them the KeyRock server in HTTP. The KeyRock has been configured 
for not being accessible from outside. The proxy has been implemented in Java servlets 
and deployed in the Tomcat container. 

Trust Manager 
• Trust Manager Service [8]: Trust Manager is a mixture of the REST webservice and 

logic with a set of different rules for building a reputation score. It is developed in Java 
and deployed in Tomcat. 

Group Manager [18] 
• The Group Manager Server or Attribute Authority (AA) is a HTTPs server that accepts 

requests for CP-ABE keys generation. CP-ABE keys that are generated by the AA are 
associated to the attributes stored in the KeyRock IdM. This component has been 
implemented in Java Servlets. 

All the services are deployed in the Tomcat application container. HTTPs is enabled in the 
server, in fact the container is configured to establish only SSL connections, so that 
confidentiality in communications is ensured. To achieve this, both the X.509 certificates for 
“platform.sociotal.eu” hostname, and trust anchors have been properly configured in Tomcat.  

2.3 Platform deployment 

An open instance of the SocIoTal Integrated platform is currently deployed on a self-hosted 
server with the platform’s services publicly accessible and supported by the SocIoTal project. 
The url that provides access to its features and capabilities is [platform.sociotal.eu] and, by the 
time this deliverable is closed, it includes the latest versions of the components listed below 
and shown in Figure 2. 

https://platform.sociotal.eu/
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Figure 2. SocIoTal Integrated Platform deployed in the Cloud  

The user front-end is available at http://www.platform.sociotal.eu, that directly links with the 
Web User Environment [9]. This access can be used for the registration and management of 
devices and other processes described in the documentation. The exposed APIs, platform 
components, description and documentation is available at the SocIoTal GitHUB account [4].  
All services are hosted on the provided platform except the external enablers, that are given 
as mobile applications. The list of hosted components and enablers supported by this instance 
is as follows: 

•  F2F Interactions API [19], that provides the specification for the REST communication 
with SocIoTal Context Manager in order to query or update information related to F2F 
interactions. 
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•  SocIoTal Authorization Manager [20], including the following working entities: 
o Capability Client (to obtain capability tokens) 
o Capability Evaluator (JAVA library intended to evaluate capability tokens) 
o Capability Manager (capability tokens generation and authorization decisions 

requests to the Policy Decision Point) 
o Policy Decision Point - PDP (contacted by the Capability Manager before 

generating a capability token for the Capability Client) 
o Policy Administration Point - PAP (managing the access control policies) 

• SocIoTal Communities Manager [7], implementing all described functionalities to create 
and manage communities and add/remove users and resources. 

• SocIoTal Context Manager [5] V3 full implementation, including the Context Entities 
Directory and the Context Information repository.  

• SocIoTal Developer Environment API [11]. 

• SocIoTal Group Manager [18], to enable a secure group data sharing mechanism, 
basis of the SocIoTal bubbles. 

• SocIoTal Identity Manager [6] supporting the different authentication mechanisms 
developed within SocIoTal, plus including the User’s Directory and the tokens 
management. 

• Trust Manager API [8], providing support to rules definition and reputation score 
calculation as additional context information to manage access to resources and 
context data. 

• User Environment API [21], including a set of simplified REST resources to easy access 
some of the most relevant functionalities of SocIoTal. 

The hardware of the platform provides additional layer of security for the platform services and 
applications utilizing SSL layer. In the case of increased demand for resources, the server 
could be easily enriched with more CPU and SSD power to support processor-intensive and 
disk I/O-intensive workloads. Server resources are virtualized: a VMware Virtual Platform is 
used to build virtual machine instance for the platform with the following HW: 

• Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1220 V2 @ 3.10GHz 

• 1 GB memory 

• 500 GB Hard drive 
One of the goals of SocIoTal was to provide users with the ability to run a complete platform 
in their own setup. To enable this to be easily adopted by the community an instance of the 
platform is replicated for download and hosted on the Azure server [22].  
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Section 3 -  Pilots & Testing deployments 
The selected SocIoTal service pilots fulfil two of the most important goals of the project: to 
bring to the final users the developed platform, tools and enablers, including the mechanisms 
designed to engage and enrol them and, as a result, collect their feedback related to the user 
experience, performance and acceptance of the SocIoTal innovations. In this way, a proper 
performance of the selected pilots will conform to the selected best methods, and aid in 
SocIoTal performance as a whole. 

3.1 Adapted route calculation for disabled people [Pilot DisApp] 

The “Adapted route calculation for disabled people – DisApp” corresponds to the 
implementation and deployment of the Enabling Santander scenario described in D1.1 [23] 
and evolved from DisMap initial pilot description in [3]. 
Initially, DisMap (Accessible routes for Disabled People Navigator) was intended to be led by 
an external group of developers in close collaboration with the University of Cantabria and the 
Santander City Council, using the SocIoTal Integrated Platform as the core of the final 
application. External funding and administrative issues postponed this external development 
until pilot evolution and exploitation, after the first pilot version was deployed and evaluated by 
final users. This way, University of Cantabria, following final users’ requirements and requests 
from co-creation workshops [24], developed and deployed the first version of the new DisApp, 
achieving the targets of the initial proposed DisMap. 
DisApp shares the same roots and initial objectives with DisMap: it was captured as a result 
of the Santander City Brain [25], as the “most innovative business project for Santander City 
award” winner, and, through the first Santander IoT Meetup, it was incorporated to SocIoTal 
as one of its scenarios. DisApp provides disabled citizens with an application to go from one 
place to another in the city, avoiding barriers along their journey (works, road closed, narrow 
sidewalk, etc.). In addition, it creates a community of users (oriented to disabled people but 
open to everyone that can benefit from shared data and/or provide suitable information) and 
provides the interfaces to upload obstacles information, useful for the routes calculation, and 
information to be shared with other members. DisApp has an already engaged potential 
community that covers the disabled people from Santander and surroundings, as well as their 
caregivers’ communities. 
Regarding SocIoTal objectives, this pilot is intended for final users, centring its targets, once 
the technical aspects have been covered with trials, on citizens’ experience related to: 

• Sharing information within a closed community of users, trying to improve citizen’s 
perception of and trust on IoT whilst fostering the use of communities and circles of 
trust on developing their own IoT use cases. 

• Knowing IoT devices and events capabilities related to the SocIoTal Context Data 
Model (defined in D2.2 [26])  and its flexibility, allowing the definition, representation 
and implementation of a wide set of entities, devices or events that, as an outcome, 
provides the basis to create different applications on top of SocIoTal tools. 
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3.1.1 Scenario 
The DisApp pilot engages both the disabled community in Santander city and not disabled 
citizens. It offers an android application that allows users to create and upload special events, 
called “Obstaculos” (Obstacles) that represent and describe possible barriers in city streets 
that may affect the normal moving around. These obstacles are positioned within DisApp and 
shared with DisApp community members. Following, a scenario for the pilot description is 
provided. 
Adam, Beatrice and Carla are three DisApp users that have downloaded and installed the 
DisApp application and have created their corresponding SocIoTal users’ accounts through 
DisApp user’s interface. Adam requires a wheelchair to move around and, during his today’s 
way to work, he runs into a trench to repair a broken pipe that reduces the sidewalk width and 
forces him to go to the opposite street, crossing a very wide avenue, to continue with his way. 
Adam uses his smartphone to open DisApp and report the obstacle with a description and a 
photo of it before continuing. DisApp locates the obstacle, using GPS information captured 
from Adams mobile, and shares it within the Santander DisApp community. Beatrice has to 
use crutches for a year due to a complicated knee replacement surgery. She works near 
Adam’s so her normal path crosses the obstacle reported by him. Beatrice opens DisApp to 
check if there is any incidence within her walk to work and sees Adam’s event. She opens the 
obstacle info and sees the reported photo. She considers the sidewalk is wide enough for her 
and decides to keep her normal way. This obstacle does not mean any barrier for her. Carla 
has a little baby and uses a stroller. She lives in the same street where the obstacle reported 
by Adam is. Before her daily walk with her baby in the morning, Carla checks DisApp for her 
desired route:  go walking to the beach. Carla reads the reported obstacles and finds Adam’s 
one next to her home. She obtains its photo and checks that there is no room enough for her 
baby’s stroller, so requires DisApp to offer her a new path avoiding this obstacle. Carla checks 
the options offered by DisApp and select a route with no barriers for her and her baby.     
3.1.2 Technical description 
The pilot deployment and evaluation relies on two software blocks: on bottom and top layers, 
the Android DisApp application allows users to capture and upload data, access the shared 
information and show it through friendly user interfaces; the SocIoTal integrated platform 
provides the core of the development, offering the users and events data management. 
3.1.2.1 SocIoTal Integrated Platform components 
SocIoTal Integrated Platform provides DisApp with the required services to create and 
authenticate users and define, create and share events, as context information. In addition, 
DisApp data and users are protected by the SocIoTal Community concept: all involved DisApp 
users plus all data shared are part of the defined DisApp Santander’s community, so there will 
not be information leakage out of the community. In order to preserve this set of users and 
shared data from the first versions of the pilot’s development from other external SocIoTal 
users and/or possible initial bugs, DisApp pilot has been deployed on top of a dedicated 
instance of the SocIoTal Platform that includes latest versions of:   

• SocIoTal IdM [6]: supports user creation, identification and authentication, according 
the model defined in SocIoTal Identity Management. 

https://github.com/sociotal/SOCIOTAL/wiki/SocIoTal-Identity-Manager#sociotal-identity-manager
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• SocIoTal Context Manager [5]: stores events reported by the DisApp users, following 
the entity data model defined in D1.2.1 [27] to be shared with DisApp community 
members. The events are defined as described in Figure 3 

{ 
 "contextElement": { 
  "id": "SocIoTal:SAN:disappEvent:userNameDate_Time", 
  "type": "urn:x-org:sociotal:resource:event_disapp", 
  "isPattern": "false", 
  "attributes": [{ 
   "name": "Description", 
   "value": "__description of the event___", 
   "type": "DescriptionType", 
   "metadatas": [{ 
    "name": "DataDescription", 
    "value": "string", 
    "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DataDescription" 
   }] 
  }, { 
   "name": "StartDate", 
   "value": "12072016", 
   "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DateTimeStamp", 
   "metadatas": [{ 
    "name": "DataDescription", 
    "value": "string", 
    "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DataDescription" 
   }] 
  }, { 
   "name": "EndDate", 
   "value": "30092016", 
   "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DateTimeStamp", 
   "metadatas": [{ 
    "name": "DataDescription", 
    "value": "string", 
    "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DataDescription" 
   }] 
  }, { 
   "name": "Location", 
   "value": "43.470451,-3.800849", 
   "type": "http://sensormel.com/ont/swe/property/Location", 
   "metadatas": [{ 
    "name": "WorldGeographicReferenceSystem", 
    "value": "WSG84", 
    "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/WorldGeographicReferenceSystem" 
   }] 
  }, { 
   "name": "Obras", 
   "value": "empty", 
        "type": "Type of event", 
        "metadatas": [{ 
          "name": "DataDescription", 
          "value": "string", 
         "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DataDescription" 
   }] 
  }, { 
   "name": "Photography", 
   "value": "http://farm8.staticflickr.com/7023/28164812192_1974a7c4a6.jpg", 
   "type": "PhotographyType", 
   "metadatas": [{ 
    "name": "DataDescription", 
    "value": "string", 
    "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DataDescription" 
   }] 
  }, { 

https://github.com/sociotal/Context-Manager
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   "name": "Title", 
   "value": "__Title for the event___", 
   "type": "TitleType", 
   "metadatas": [{ 
    "name": "DataDescription", 
    "value": "string", 
    "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DataDescription" 
   }] 
  }, { 
   "name": "owner", 
   "value": "9fcd8a47-2257-41d3-9352-a348bf3c4ab4", 
   "type": "identitier:UUID" 
  }, { 
   "name": "update", 
   "value": "restricted", 
   "type": "text" 
  }] 
 } 
} 

Figure 3. DissApp Event datamodel 

• SocIoTal Communities Manager [7]: provides support for DisApp Santander SocIoTal 
community, managing the corresponding tokens to upload/share information, 
according D3.2.2 [28], that allow the user to properly access DisApp community. 

3.1.2.2 DisApp Android application 
DisApp application has been developed (initially) for android smartphones due to two main 
reasons: 

• The pervasiveness and expansion of the Android market, that provides a bigger 
number of devices and so, final users, than any other operative systems. 

• The functionalities offered by google, related to developing, testing and distributing an 
android apk among a restricted and controlled set of testers. 

Most of the functionalities and operations offered by the DisApp application rely on a set of 
REST resources, provided by the SocIoTal platform components and the routing algorithm 
[29], plus the map services provided by OpenStreetMap Foundation [30]. This open source 
and standardization philosophy followed on the application development should make easy 
both, the portability of the application to other smartphones platforms (iOS, Windows Phone or 
crossed platforms SDKs) and the evolution in terms of improvement/addition of functionalities 
to the deployment. 
Following, there will be presented the different functionalities provided by the application 
keeping the example introduced in the scenario description in section 3.1.1. Complementary, 
a complete tutorial can be found in [31]. 
Figure 4 presents the first screen that the user faces when opening the application, in the case 
the user has an account they will be able to login with their user name and the password. If the 
user has just download the application and does not have an account, they can create a new 
one by clicking in the button “Crear una cuenta” (create an account). Adam and Beatrice have 
an account so they can introduce their data and can directly use the application. However, 
Carla have just downloaded the application and she needs to create and account as it is shown 
in Figure 5. What is happening behind when Carla creates an account is the creation of a new 
user within the existing DisApp community in the SocIoTal platform. Also, when they log into 

https://github.com/sociotal/CommunitiesManager
https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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the application, a token is request to verify that the provided credentials (user name and 
password) are from a user who belongs to the DisApp community. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. DisApp login screen  Figure 5. DisApp registration screen 

Once logged in the application, if the GPS of the smartphone is not activated the users are 
informed about this and asked if they want to activate it in order to present some location 
information during the use of the application. Figure 6 presents the main screen that the users 
visualize once logged in the app. In this screen the users are able to calculate routes by simply 
moving the markers to the start and the end of their desired route and click the button placed 
at the bottom right of the screen. Also, by clicking the different buttons from the menu placed 
in the bottom left, the user can see the different obstacles reported in the application by all the 
users (Figure 7). 
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Figure 6. DIsApp. Route calculation tab  Figure 7. DisApp. Route calculation tab with obstacles 

markers 

As Adam have found an obstacle in the street and he wants to report it in the application, he 
moves to the tab “Obstáculos” (Obstacles) presented in Figure 8. This screen shows all the 
events reported by the users, with different colours depending on the event type. In this case, 
Adam clicks on the button placed at the bottom right of the screen to create a new obstacle, 
which makes appears a new screen presented in Figure 9. This screen presents a form which 
Adam will have to complete to provide information about the obstacle, including a photo, a title, 
a description, a type, a location and the duration of the event (concrete duration or permanent). 
Once Adam completes all the required information he uploads the event by clicking on the 
“tick” button and he can see the new reported event in the “Obstaculos” map. 
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Figure 8. DisApp. Obstacles tab with the obstacles 

reported by users 
 Figure 9. DisApp. Form to be completed by the user when 

uploading an obstacle to the platform. 

While Adam continues his path, Beatrice, who is using crutches, calculates her route with the 
application and checks what obstacles are placed on her route before leaving home. As shown 
in Figure 10, there is an obstacle on her route, so she checks the description of the obstacle 
to verify if this present a problem to her or not. When clicking on the event, she can see a small 
description and a photo as it is presented in Figure 11. If she wants more information she can 
click on “More details” button and the complete event description is presented, as depicted in 
Figure 12. If she considers that the obstacle presents a problem for her mobility, she would 
click on “NO PASAR” (no passing) button and when clicking again in the button to calculate a 
new route, the route calculation algorithm would calculate a new route avoiding this location. 
In this case, Beatrice does not see affected her mobility due to this obstacle so she does not 
need a new route calculation and follow the indications of the first calculated route. 
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Figure 10. DisApp. Route calculation with an obstacle in 

the route. 
 Figure 11. DisApp. Brief information of an obstacle when 

clicking in the marker 
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Figure 12. DisApp. Enlarged information of an obstacle presented when clicking in “Más detalles” (More details)  

Once Carla have created her account, she wants to check the route she is going to follow for 
a walk with her baby, ensuring that she will not found any obstacle that could difficult her pass 
with the stroller. Calculating the route, she founds the obstacle reported by Adam. However, 
contrary to Beatrice situation, this obstacle presents a problem to Carla because she cannot 
pass with the stroller and she will need a new route which avoids the obstacle. In order to do 
that, Carla press the button “NO PASAR” (no passing), which change the marker of the event 
to a STOP signal (Figure 13), and the new route will avoid this point. So, as presented in Figure 
14, Carla has a new free of obstacles route available to start her walk with the baby. 
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Figure 13. DisApp. The user has selected an obstacle as a 

“no-go” location  
Figure 14. DisApp. New route calculation avoiding the 

obstacle 

Five days later, Adam realizes that the works have finished and that he can remove the 
obstacle from the application, so he selects the event in the map and remove it by clicking in 
the remove button on the event description screen. In the current deployment of Disapp only 
Adam, the creator of the obstacle, is able to remove or modify it. However, future versions of 
Disapp may allow anyone in the community to remove or modify the obstacle.  
3.1.3 Users Enrolment 
As it has been previously mentioned, the initial idea of the DisApp application came as the 
result of the Santander City Brain contest [25] and meetings with the groups of developers who 
presented the idea during the first IoT Santander Meetup. From these initial contacts, the 
developers wanted to use the SocIoTal Platform to develop their application, but due to 
external funding and administrative issues they postponed the development and the University 
of Cantabria took the baton and developed a first version of the application using the SocIoTal 
platform. Once the first idea and objectives of the application were defined, a co-creation 
workshop was organized in order to find a set of requirements that would enrich the application. 
During this workshop, which has been detailed in [24], eight people from disabled associations, 
developers, Santander City Council and the University of Cantabria could provide their views 
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about the mobility of disable people in the city and found a complete set of requirements that 
could make the application really useful to the final users. 
Once the requirements for the applications were gathered, and the different components of the 
SocIoTal Platform were developed, the DisApp application was created and could be made 
available to the testers. Since the objective of the application is to deploy it as a pilot and not 
as a commercial development, when uploading the apk in the Google Market it was created a 
closed group of beta testers that could access the link to download the application.  
In order to engage people to be testers of the DisApp application, the Santander City Council 
proposed two meetings with citizens from different associations to invite them to participate in 
the pilot. During the meetings reported in [24], around 30 people from disable and not disable 
association plus other interested citizens were presented firstly the SocIoTal project and the 
pilots, and after that they were taught about how to use the application. One of the most 
important ideas that the SAN and UC partners wanted to transmit to the attendees, was the 
importance of their participation in order to enrich the application with events making it more 
useful for the final users even if they were not people with mobility problems. At the end of the 
tutorial, different comments arose regarding new requirements that could be implemented 
within the application related to other kind of disabilities apart from the ones related to mobility 
problems. This inputs, were of great interest for some developers that were also presented 
during the meetings and who also were interested in evolving the application in the future.  
3.1.4 Deployment, Evaluation process and Results 
Different stages followed according WP5 progress towards pilots related to DisApp scenario 
are shown in Figure 15 and detailed in this section. Here are also pointed the links between 
the pilot’s steps and the items provided by other WPs. 

 
Figure 15. DisApp roadmap 

As mentioned before, DisApp application comes from the DisMap use case and scenario 
defined in WP1 (Task 1.1) during the first 6 months of project, as it is detailed in D1.1 [23]. This 
initial use case was evolved in WP5 to define the DisMap pilot in D5.1 [3]. During second 
project year, and due to external issues, the pilot approach, regarding development, changed 
and University of Cantabria was in charge of providing the first version of the DisApp android 
application, keeping the initial set of requirements and functionalities proposed within the co-
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creation workshops and related meetups, as reported in D6.6 [24]. In parallel, WP2 and WP3 
developed during this period the Context Manager, the Communities Manager and the 
SocIoTal IdM, required components to build the DisApp apk. The first version of DisApp 
android apk, developed on top of SocIoTal integrated platform was ready on May/June 2016 
and was presented to end users in July 2016. It was successfully tested and evaluated during 
last three months of SocIoTal project and delivered to the Santander City Mobility 
councillorship, who will support the evolution of this new service as detailed in section 3.1.5. 
3.1.4.1 Deployment 
As described in section 3.1.2, the DisApp pilot relies on a dedicated instance of SocIoTal 
platform, including latest versions of SocIoTal Context Manager [5] (V3), SocIoTal 
Communities Manager [7] (V1) and SocIoTal IdM with FIWARE KeyRock [17] V5.0, as shown 
in Figure 16. 

 
Figure 16. SocIoTal deployment for DisApp pilot 

According to Figure 15 and Figure 19, the SocIoTal platform instance for DisApp pilot was set 
on M33 (May 2016), after all platform components were properly tested and integrated [2] and 
the first version of the DisApp android apk was also ready (May 2016). This apk was deeply 
tested before be presented to final users on M35 (July 2016) in order to be all, platform and 
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pilot, evaluated by enrolled users, as described in section 3.1.4.2, during last 3 months of 
project’s lifetime. 
After this evaluation period, and once SocIoTal has ended, it is planned that the pilot 
(application, data and set of users) will be migrated to a SocIoTal instance managed by 
external developers as written in section 3.1.5.  
3.1.4.2 Evaluation & Feedback 
The process of defining DisApp pilot started on M18, when a specific co-creation workshop, 
focused on disabled people was hosted in University of Cantabria premises. This workshop 
involved representatives of diverse disabled people associations covering all the autonomous 
region (where Santander city is included) plus some final users and developers. This session 
and its complete list of outcomes are detailed in D6.3 [32]. As one of its main goals, here were 
defined the initial set of functionalities that will be later included in the DisApp android 
application, so this milestone can be considered as the first step on creating the DisApp pilot. 
This pilot is oriented to end users (not-technical ones) rather than developers, even though 
this group was involved during last stage of the evaluation process. In this case, developers 
evaluated the different APIs used for DisApp application development, corresponding to the 
SocIoTal Context Manager, the Communities Manager and the SocIoTal IdM (the keystone V3 
interface). This is the same set of APIs and the same evaluation process done in Sharing Info 
pilot, so the results are reflected there (Section 3.2). 
The evaluation of the DisApp pilot by end users was performed during the last three months 
of SocIoTal, having in mind the interest shown by involved disabled people collectives from 
the very beginning and the intention of continuing with the application beyond SocIoTal. 
For the evaluation of the pilot, and as it is based on the evaluation of an android application, 
the Google Developers framework [33] (Figure 17) was used to: 

• Registering all pilot’s final users  

• Distribute the DisApp apk using Google infrastructure but restricted to only pilot 
participants 

• Collect user’s feedback (Google Forms [34]) 
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Figure 17. Tester’s group created for DisApp pilot using Google’s Developer Console 

In order to involve as many disabled collectives and associations as possible, two presentation 
sessions [24] were arranged, on July 13th and August 2nd to introduce the latest version of the 
app and distribute it among final users. Also, an application tutorial [35] was created, including 
all functionalities, features’ descriptions and operation, and distributed through SocIoTal web. 
After these sessions, we engaged 32 final users that downloaded and installed the apk on 
their mobile phones. 

 
Figure 18. DisApp evaluation and feedback roadmap 

Once the pilot had been officially started, and to promote the real use of the application, the 
users were proposed to participate on a raffle [24] of two 250 € prizes, among those pilot 
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testers who have efficiently use the application (have successfully upload and read events) 
and have completed the corresponding distributed survey. This survey was based on D5.1 [3] 
evaluation objectives, covering the 3 defined test cases for the pilot: 

• SocIoTal DisApp usability: in this case, focused on the user interface, the set of 
functionalities provided, the way they have been presented, the quality of the 
distributed tutorial and the expansion possibilities of the use case (driven by the DisApp 
application) 

• SocIoTal DisApp performance: centred on the execution of the app features (creating 
a user, access the app, reporting an event, read reported events, etc.), the required 
skills of final users to be able to create events/access info, response times and, finally, 
the useful this app is considered by end users. 

• Main results of DisApp: to evaluate the overall results provided by the app and, mainly, 
the quality of the route provided by DisApp. 

According to this, a set of around 15 questions distributed in 4 sections where distributed 
among all engaged users to evaluate the tested app. The whole results, provided by Google 
Forms, can be seen in the provided annex. Here are presented some of the more relevant 
ones (Appendix I): 

• DisApp Look & feel (“Apariencia y facilidad de uso”) 

  

Application look & feel valoration Is it intuitive and easy to work with? 

• DisApp Android application (and SocIoTal integrated platform) performance 
(“Comportamiento de la aplicación”) 
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Overall app’s speed when executing any 
action  

App’s crashes percentage 

• Application usefulness (“Utilidad de la aplicación”) 

  

Is it easy to report and access events 
(obstáculos)? 

Provided route quality evaluation 

• About DisApp future (“Sobre el futuro de la aplicación”) 
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Do you find DisApp interesting for citizens 
from a societal and citizen awareness point 

of view? 

Would you like DisApp will be professionally 
developed, supported and distributed? 

To summarize, the pilot idea was well received by Santander (and surrounding) disabled 
people collectives and associations. The initial proposed and provided functionalities were 
accepted as a very good starting point to develop a richer application and expansion features 
proposed by the UC team in collaboration with disabled people representatives will be taken 
into account for future application improvements. 
During the evaluation process, no special failures where reported but some little improvements 
were added to the deployed version of the app, answering users’ requests such as to be able 
to upload a photo from the mobile gallery (instead of having to add a new one) or to add the 
“permanent” duration for an event. 
The platform API’s set used to develop the pilot version of DisApp was presented to a local 
developers’ group (see section below 3.1.5) who considered an easy-to-learn environment to 
continue developing, improving and supporting the pilot’s objectives. All the comments, 
requests and proposals obtained during the evaluation period will be reported to this 
developers’ team, in order to be considered. 
3.1.5 Beyond SocIoTal 
DisApp pilot, fostered by the Santander City Council, and so DisApp application generated 
interest among the different disabled collectives within Santander City, as shown in D6.6 [24]. 
This final users’ enrolment attracted also external developers which also get involved in pilot’s 
functionalities development and SocIoTal platform features. 
On the other hand, SocIoTal integrated platform, and in particular the SocIoTal components 
played in DisApp pilot, will be reused and evolved within the core of other European and 
National IoT initiatives, such Wise-IoT [36] or OrganiCity [37]. This means that the base 
platform of DisApp pilot will be supported through the SocIoTal GitHub site [4] for, at least, one 
more year after SocIoTal ends. In addition, this portal provides the developers with a set of 
complete descriptions and tutorials about the SocIoTal components and enablers, plus guides 
and code to build and operate their own instances of SocIoTal platform. 
These two above mentioned key aspects, plus the initial success of the pilot come up with the 
commitment between the Santander City Mobility councillorship (end users) and the local 
workshop-school (developers) to collect the latest end users’ feedback and proposed 
improvements and evolve and deploy a new version of the DisApp application. Some of these 
new easy-to-implement features include the expansion of the covered DisApp area to add 
nearby Santander urban areas or define and include new types of “events” not only related to 
obstacles but POIs, urban performance or special offers.      

3.2 Share users’ data sources within communities [Pilot Sharing Info] 

Sharing Info pilot corresponds to the evolution of the Sharing Information proposal described 
in D5.1 [3], and, in contrast to DisApp pilot, is oriented to present to and engage developers 
and other users interested in technology in SocIoTal Integrated Platform usage. 

http://www.wise-iot.eu/en/home
http://organicity.eu/
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Instead of creating an application or a specific tool to be later evaluated by final users and, 
indirectly (or directly), extract from their feedback concrete KPIs values, this pilot focuses on 
the whole platform capabilities trying to present all of them to potential final users and allow 
them to propose, develop and build their own ideas and use cases. “Sharing Info” pilot aims 
this way to the willingness of citizens to participate on the SocIoTal project, one of its key 
aspects, using the sharing user’s own information within a trustworthy and confidential IoT 
environment as the common thread. It also, as DisApp does, emphasises the flexibility of the 
OMA NGSI context data model [26] and the way this can be used to map a wide set of devices, 
resources and information sources.  
3.2.1 Scenario 
As this is not a customary pilot, the played scenario neither is. Although all kinds of users can 
take part on this pilot, “Sharing Info” is more oriented to developers and the whole SocIoTal 
capabilities exploitation, by providing this collective with the required tools and tutorials to 
access and use them. With this, the target of the pilot is to reach the maximum groups of 
developers and get them to propose ideas, build simple apps and/or include their own sets of 
devices. 
Fostering this co-creation environment, a set of tools and tutorials were provided to be used 
either, in Santander city sessions or in project hackathons, demos or events. The whole 
scenario set, from this point of view, covers different layers of the platform and can be 
downloaded/accessed by final users for them to get in touch with SocIoTal. It consists on: 

• At IoT/Device level, a set of tutorials based on Arduino board and Raspberry platform 
about how to build their own devices/information sources are provided [38]. 

• At the south bound of the integrated platform, about how to introduce data to be shared, 
SocIoTal provides another set of tutorials [38] about how to link the created Arduino 
(that can be easily extended to Raspberry-Pi) devices with SocIoTal context entities 
and so provide info to desired communities. 

• For the core of the platform, SocIoTal GitHub [4] includes core components’ 
architectural descriptions plus corresponding “HowTo” documentation and code to 
download and install them, making any developer able to build their own instance of 
SocIoTal Integrated Platform. Also enablers like the Face 2 Face or the Location Based 
one are here presented. 

• On the top of the platform, considering this as the final user interface and the 
developers’ applications, a complete Web User Environment tutorial [9] is provided 
and, to start development from scratch, a fully operational example involving all 
platform layers (from the data capturing to the data sharing app) is included in the 
SocIoTal GitHub [4]. 

To allow end users (either developers or non-technical users) access all SocIoTal features and 
capabilities, and to support the different events to promote SocIoTal, the project has deployed 
a cloud full instance of its integrated platform, including all latest versions of the involved 
components. This instance [40] is referenced in the shared documentation and all the tutorials 
have been tested on it.  
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All these materials are available and will remain accessible after SocIoTal officially ends 
through the SocIoTal web [39] and the SocIoTal GitHub [4]     
3.2.2 Technical description 
Sharing info pilot relies on an operative instance of SocIoTal Integrated Platform. For early 
pilot events, before the whole integration were tested and available, a subset of the SocIoTal 
components were used but, for the whole evaluation and later SocIoTal availability, the Cloud 
SocIoTal instance [40] supports the pilot events. This instance is composed by the distributed 
components of the SocIoTal environment, integrated and tested by the corresponding 
SocIoTal partners as an outcome of Task 5.2 [2]. Detailed description of the used platform 
current version is given in Section 2.   
3.2.3 Deployment and Users Enrolment 
The deployment of the Shared Info pilot includes all events, meetups and co-creation 
workshops organized where the platform (or subset of integrated components) were presented 
and evaluated by final users. It also covers the initial workshops organized in Santander (and 
which included tutorials and docs are available through SocIoTal web site to be replicated 
when needed) where IoT devices (Arduino and Raspberry-Pi based) were introduced. These 
events were also used to engage final users for final platform evaluation. The following diagram 
shows the main Shared Info events organized and/or those where the SocIoTal platform was 
presented, reflecting also, in large part, the work done in WP6.   

 
Figure 19. Sharing Info roadmap 

Related to Santander deployment, relevant events (further detailed in D6.6 [24]) were: 
I SocIoTal IoT workshop (May 2015): focused on developers and introducing them into IoT 
possibilities, this event worked with Arduino boards and attendees where taught how to create 
their own IoT devices, as the initial step to upload and share information within SocIoTal 
platform. 
II SocIoTal IoT workshop (October 2015): in the same line than the first one but based on 
Raspberry-Pi boards, this second practical workshop increased the knowledge of the 
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attendees about the creation of IoT devices. Also in October, a special session with local 
developers where hosted, in order to introduce them to the initial version of the SocIoTal 
working components. 
III SocIoTal IoT workshop (April 2016): relying on a pre-release of the SocIoTal Integrated 
Platform, this workshop presented the access to SocIoTal features through the Web User 
Environment, leveraging the previously generated knowledge about creating their own IoT 
devices. The target of this workshop was getting the users to register their devices and upload 
information into SocIoTal Context Manager (as a first approach). 
IV SocIoTal IoT workshop (July 2016): this one focused on the presentation of the last 
version (the one in the cloud) of the SocIoTal Integrated Platform, fostering the use of 
Communities and Secure framework to share information. 
SocIoTal contest & Awards (September 2016): in order to promote the use of SocIoTal 
Platform and provided features, including within this use case (Sharing Info) and also as part 
of WP6 activities, a competition to award the bests presented and developed ideas on top of 
SocIoTal platform (or using it) was organized by the Santander City Council in close 
collaboration with the University of Cantabria. The competition started in July/06 and in 
September, the idea “TusBicis” (Figure 20) [24] brought by Mario Gómez, based on sharing 
bicycles routes, parking places and promoting multimodality won the first prize. 

 
Figure 20. “TusBicis” idea capture 

All the materials used within these workshops are public and downloadable from SocIoTal web 
[39] and SocIoTal GitHub [4] space, so can be utilized to replicate them in other environments 
to continue promoting SocIoTal.    
3.2.3.1 Evaluation & Feedback 
The evaluation of the Sharing Info pilot is somehow and in summary, an evaluation of the 
SocIoTal Integrated Platform performance, since it does not evaluate any special deployment 
or app but the functionalities it offers to developers to register users and devices, create secure 
environments such communities and bubbles where information can be shared and the 
capabilities it offers to define entities and upload/access the information they provide. Having 
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this in mind, Task 5.1 [3] defined a set of Test Id’s from where the following KPIs where 
extracted: 

KPI Description Test Environment 

Usability 

Measures the usability of the user/device 
registration, information access and 
Community Creation tools, working together, 
from the point of view of the final user, 
through the Web User Interface and the 
provided APIs. 

Users access the user interface and register 
users/devices, create communities and 
discovery other users/devices/observations. 
They create Communities and add resources. 

User’s 
registration 
Performance 

Evaluates the percentage of user’s 
registration process failures and its 
performance times 

Users access the WUE and register 
themselves within the SocIoTal platform. 
Users access SocIoTal IdM/Communities 
Manager APIs to create a new user. 

Devices’ 
registration 
Performance 

Evaluates the percentage of devices’ 
registration process failures and its 
performance times, through the WUE and the 
CM APIs 

Users register their devices through the 
application (WUE) and the APIs, adding them 
to a selected community. 

Community 
Management 

Evaluates the failures and response times 
detected when a user tries to: 

• Create a community 
• Add/Delete users/devices within an 

existing community 

 

Users access the Communities Manager and 
create a new community through its API. They 
will also be able to add/remove users and 
resources within a given community. The 
same set of operations will be also performed 
through the WUE 

Entities 
Access 

Measures the percentage of failures when a 
user attempts to access a registered 
resource. Execution times will be also 
captured. 

First, through the WUE, users will access other 
entities registered in the Open Community or 
in any other community they are allowed. 
Then, the same operations will be executed 
through the APIs 

Data 
Subscriptions 

Evaluates the performance (response times, 
failure percentages and results obtained) of 
the subscription to entities (devices) process  

Users will create subscriptions in order to 
receive notifications from devices using the 
corresponding APIs. Through the WUE, they 
will create “Channels” 

Two evaluation actions have been executed considering the above mentioned KPIs in order 
to capture aligned feedback from users that provides real evaluation results of the pilot and 
therefore, evaluation of the SocIoTal Integrated Platform instance: 

• Several surveys have been created and distributed among participants in every event 
the platform (or a set of integrated components) was presented. These surveys 
included a set of proposed questions that one way or another cover the set of 
mentioned KPIs. Detailed results in WP6 deliverables.  

• A complete step by step self-contained tutorial, relying on the cloud platform instance 
and including all required material and information references to run it from scratch has 
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been created and shared [35] to be run by any user (either non-technical or developer) 
or in any event. This tutorial presents the main features of the Shared Info pilot and 
covers, one by one, the proposed KPIs. 

Results from different evaluation processes of APIs, user interfaces and functionalities 
performance, executed during workshops in Cagliari and in Grenoble, plus the 2016’s IoT 
Week Hackathon, among other events are shown in D6.5 [41]. Feedback captured from these 
events is also shown in Section 4. 
A complete provided annex (Appendix II) details the responses obtained from the surveys 
distributed among participants on the last two Santander’s workshops and engaged 
developers that were collected during the last stage of SocIoTal. A total of 10 external 
developers, of those who tested the platform, provided feedback through this surveys. A 
summary of these last results is shown below. 

• Provided documentation and support (Tutorials, WiKi and GitHub) 

 
 

How clear and understandable do you think 
the content of the documentation is? 

In the case you have reported a doubt, it has 
been easy to do it? 

• Use and behaviour (performance) of the APIs 

  

Are the APIs easy to use? How fast do you think sending requests and 
receiving the results is? 
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• Usefulness of SocIoTal functionalities 

  

Does the set of functionalities provided by 
the APIs cover the frequent needs of your 

projects? 

Have the APIs been useful for your 
developments or do you think that they can 

be useful for other developers? 

3.2.4 Beyond SocIoTal 
Due to the direct relationship between Sharing Info pilot and the evaluation of the whole 
SocIoTal Integrated Platform and from this point of view, the testing, evaluation and evolution 
processes of SocIoTal features will not stop when SocIoTal project officially ends. As 
mentioned in this document and reflected also in D6.6, there exist liaisons and collaborations 
with other existing European initiatives and an internal commitment among SocIoTal partners 
to extend the platform external support for at least 1-2 years more, since every developed 
component, and platform instances, will be reused internally. These crossed interactions will 
cause new platform evaluations that will be also considered to improve components 
performance. In addition, the platform is planned to be used in oncoming meetups and 
workshops promoting IoT and citizen centric services creation. 

3.3 Mood of the City pilot 

This pilot is upgraded from the version explained in the D5.1 [3]; the concept is the same, only 
that happiness measurement is done in public from the passing citizens. The mood of the city 
is measured by taking multiple parameters as an input, emotions (neutral, sadness, surprise, 
happiness, anger, contempt, disgust and fear), age and gender. The final Mood of the city 
value is computed as an index using aggregated users’ data, i.e. users’ mood detected from 
camera. The totem “Smile of the city” which promotes the concept of smart cities through 
detection of smiles of passing citizens, invites them to smile and download mobile applications 
and get involved in numerous activities related to development of Novi Sad into a smart city. 
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Figure 21. Mood of the City Pilot in Novi Sad 

 

 
Figure 22. Dashboard from the Mood of the City in Novi Sad 
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3.3.1 Technical description 
The SocIoTal Context Manager is the main component used in this pilot for saving the final 
number of detected emotions to the platform. The Microsoft Emotion API [42] is used for 
recognition of the emotions from the images captured in real-time, which returns the 
confidence across a set of emotions for the group of faces in the image over a period of time. 
A successful call returns an array of face entries and their associated emotion scores, ranked 
by face rectangle size in descending order. An empty response indicates that no faces were 
detected. An emotion entry contains the following fields (Figure 23): 
[ 
  { 
    "faceRectangle": { 
      "left": 68, 
      "top": 97, 
      "width": 64, 
      "height": 97 
    }, 
    "scores": { 
      "anger": 0.00300731952, 
      "contempt": 5.14648448E-08, 
      "disgust": 9.180124E-06, 
      "fear": 0.0001912825, 
      "happiness": 0.9875571, 
      "neutral": 0.0009861537, 
      "sadness": 1.889955E-05, 
      "surprise": 0.008229999 
    } 
  } 
] 

Figure 23. Emotion datamodel 

The array is parsed and the resulting recognition is displayed marked with rectangles printed 
on the image on the place where the emotion is detected.  
3.3.2 Users Enrolment 
The pilot Mood of The city represents an interesting service that by itself attracts a lot of people 
by promoting the concept of smart cities through detection of smiles of passing citizens. The 
totem invites citizens to smile and download mobile applications and get involved in numerous 
activities related to development of Novi Sad into a smart city. In one of campaigns goal was 
to collect 10000 smiles and once this number is reached, money was donated to one of the 
childcare institutions. The totem is branded (Figure 25) and has a printed link to the SocIoTal 
official website and promotes the project by trying to engage as many people as possible. 
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Figure 24. SocIoTal totem in the shopping mall 

 

 
Figure 25. Totem Mood of the City in Novi Sad promoting concept of Smart Cities and presenting active Smart Cities related 

projects – Summer 2016 in Novi Sad 

The number of “users” in the first setup was 10000, in the second setup there where 1784 
people’s smile detected to date.   
3.3.3 Deployment, Evaluation process and Results 
In the city of Novi Sad there were two Mood of the City setups, a first version was deployed in 
the mall “Usce“, one of two biggest shopping malls in Serbia. Then after testing, final 
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deployment was done in “Spens”, a large shopping mall in Novi Sad. From the complete set 
of users, the evaluation is given for the sample group of 50 users, that was willing to cooperate. 
3.3.3.1 KPI Achieved Results 
In order to provide better insight of the end-users’ feedback, collected results that show the 
evaluation of the pilot are given below. It should be noted that environmental data was removed 
from the model, thus this KPI was not taken into account. Provided KPIs for the Mood of the 
city are described in the D5.2; the achieved results are as follows:  

KPI Id: KPI title: Value 

001 Number of evaluators  50 

013 % Application crashes 0% 

014 Process performance time [seconds] 1s 

015 % Facial expression detection 
accuracy 

91.2% 

016 % Environmental data accuracy 85% 

017 Look and feel 90% 

Table 1. Mood of the city evaluation 

3.4 Elevator supervisor 

As previously described in D5.1 [3], the Elevator supervisor is depicted for deployment during 
the co-creation workshops held with citizens. A main motivation for building this service was a 
feedback from the citizens that suggested that there is no information about the distance that 
elevator can reach between the scheduled inspections as well as no alert that can arise in 
case of malfunction. This trial enables tenants to monitor elevator distance travelled between 
inspections and to alert them when the malfunction happens. 
3.4.1 Technical description 
The implementation is done using several SocIoTal components and tools and it is integrated 
on top of Security Framework for authorization [20]; SocIoTal’s Context Manager for resource 
registering, updating and querying [5]; as well as User environment [21] for enabling data 
management and Group Sharing using mobile and web application.     
3.4.2 Users Enrolment 
The pilot was used to engage users in one public building where the permission was acquired 
for deployment. In order to engage people to be testers of the elevator supervisor there were 
two events with end-users from different associations to invite them to participate in the pilot. 
These activities were reported in D6.6 [24]. Trial version of this service was tested in two 
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meetups in Belgrade Chamber of Commerce in 2015 and 2016. Around 40 people had chance 
to use the elevator and track the elevator travel distance using the SocIoTal mobile application. 
3.4.3 Deployment, Evaluation process and Results 
As described in D5.2 [2], the deployment of the pilot has been made available for final users 
by enabling them to use SocIoTal mobile application to scan QR code in order to add an 
elevator channel to their workspace; then by using the elevator they are able to follow 
recognition results given by the application for travelled distance. 
3.4.3.1 KPI Achieved Results 
For better insight into the service operations, the end-users’ feedback is shown in the table 
below. Provided KPIs for the Mood of the city are described in the D5.2; the achieved results 
are as follows: 

KPI Id: KPI title: Value 

001 Number of evaluators  40 

017 Look and feel 72% 

018 Usability 77% 

019 % Application crashes 2% 

020 % Malfunction detection accuracy / 

021 % Travelled distance calculation accuracy 84.1% 

Table 2. Elevator supervisor evaluation  

3.5 Tested Deployments 

3.5.1 Security Evaluation 
The security testing described herein aims at evaluating the security properties of the different 
SocIoTal security components. Namely, it includes the evaluation of the final implementations 
of the Identity Manager, Authorization and Group Manager components and their associated 
tools and libraries. Each of these three components are evaluated altogether, that is, as a 
whole unified solution deployed as part of the SocIoTal platform. The evaluation has been 
carried out through different evaluation tests to check the feasibility and security features. The 
evaluation was carried out in the University of Murcia premises over the SocIoTal platform 
instance. 
The following sections provide a technical description of the evaluation and involved 
components as well as a description of the achieved results. 
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3.5.1.1 Technical description 
The following subsections describe the security evaluation for each of the three main evaluated 
component of the SocIoTal security framework. Namely, Identity Management, Authorization 
management and Group manager. 
3.1.1.1.1 IdM security evaluation description 
This evaluation shows how a user can register in the SocIoTal platform through the IdM 
libraries, define and manage Idemix credentials, derive partial identities using the IdM app, 
manage the user profile through the Web User Environment (which, in turn, uses the IdM 
libraries), obtain capability tokens from the capability manager, assess the legitimacy of a 
smart object when the capability token is requested. 
The evaluation involves the following five SocIoTal IdM libraries-tools: 

• SocIoTal-IdM-Android-Client (Android app to manage user’s identity). 

• SocIoTal-Issuer-Server (Web service based on java servlets. Interacts with Keyrock, 
implements Idemix issuance protocol) 

• SocIoTal-Verifier-Server (Web service based on java servlets. Interacts with the 
Android client, verifies idemix partial identities) 

• SocIoTal-IdM-Enabled-Capability Manager (Web service based on java servlets. 
Interacts with the Android client. Implements Verifier service. Implements Capability 
manager in charge of generation capability tokens. 

• SocIoTal IdM KeyRock Client (Fi-ware IdM Keyrock instance, slightly modified to cope 
with further SCIM attributes) 

3.1.1.1.2 Authorization security evaluation description 
This security testing evaluates different actions and operations that can be done regarding 
authorization. Concretely, this security evaluation checks that final users can make use of 
SocIoTal authorization tools and libraries to gain access, and rule the access control to the 
resources, entities and services. To this end, testers are requested to deal with the capability 
token mechanisms, requesting and using tokens, define authorization policies, and verify that 
the capability token mechanism cannot be forged. 

• Capability Client. A library, which is intended to making request to the Capability 
Manager to obtain capability tokens, which are used to get access to resources hosted 
by other devices. 

• Capability Evaluator. It is a library intended to evaluate capability tokens. Such 
evaluation is based on the action and device being requested and the use of KeyRock 
authentication credentials.  

• Capability Manager. It is a server accepting requests for capability tokens generation. 
Additionally, this entity acts as a client requesting authorization decisions to the Policy 
Decision Point. 

• Policy Decision Point (PDP). It is a server based on XACML. The PDP is contacted by 
the Capability Manager before generating a capability token for the Capability Client. 
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• Policy Administration Point (PAP). It is the entity responsible for managing the access 
control policies. It provides the functionality so users can define XACML policies in 
user-friendly way. The PAP has a GUI to facilitate the generation of XACML policies.  

3.1.1.1.3 Group Manager security evaluation description 
The Group Manager evaluation defines how to a user obtain cryptographic material, encrypt, 
decrypt as well as sharing encrypted information through the Context Manger. The evaluation 
allows checking the security aspects related to the management of data sharing procedures 
within SocIoTal bubbles. The following components and tools are tested within this security 
evaluation: 

• Group Manager Server (Attribute Authority). It is a server accepting requests for CP-
ABE keys generation. CP-ABE keys that are generated by the AA are associated to 
the attributes stored in the Keyrock IdM. 

• Group Manager Client. It is client library, which is intended to make requests to the 
Group Manager Server to obtain CP-ABE keys, which are used to share information 
with a group or bubble of entities in a secure way. Additionally, the library provides the 
required functionality to and decrypt data, which can be used together NGSI-9/NGSI-
10 to communicate with the SocIoTal Context Manager. 

• SocIoTal Bubbles Android Application 
3.5.1.2 Users Enrolment 
The security testing was made by different users coming from the University of Murcia. Users 
were involved in the evaluation thanks to the closed relationship within the UMU department. 
Concretely, it involves the following kind of users split by kind of affiliation:  

• Master degree students (3 people) 

• PhD students (2 people) 

• Research staff (4 people) 
3.5.1.3 Evaluation process 
The above technical description may involve some security issues and risks. This section 
defines the security testing process that have been defined to evaluate the tools and verify that 
different security issues are not present in the SocIoTal components, so that possible risks are 
reduced to the minimum. 
3.1.1.1.4 Identity Management  
The following elements indicates the security aspects, security testing process.  
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Code Testing description Average evaluation 
result/feedback 

SE-IM-1 

Verification that users can register themselves in 
the platform, update their user profile (i.e. their 
attributes) using the Web User environment. 
Check they cannot obtain from the IdP data from 
other users. 

Testers were able to register and 
update their profile within the library. 
None of the testers managed to hack 
the IdM and access other user’s data 
info. 

SE-IM-2 Verification that users can sign-in using the IdM 
app and manage their identity attributes. 

Testers can sing-in using the IdM app 
and update/manage their user profile. 
None of the testers managed to 
impersonate other user in the app. 

SE-IM-3 
Verification that users can define valid Idemix 
attribute based credentials. Checking the 
integrity of such a credential. 

Testers were able to generate their 
credential associated to their 
attributes. They were requested to try 
to modify-hack the credential but then 
they couldn’t use the credential later 
on.  

SE-IM-4 
Check that users can define partial identities 
over such a credential. They verify 
cryptographically the partial identity.  

All testers created and verifier the 
partial identities successfully. 

SE-IM-5 Verification that users can obtain capability 
tokens based on partial identity obtained before.  Achieved properly. 

SE-IM-6 

They verify that they cannot obtain capability 
tokens, based on policies that they don’t meet. 
(e.g. using a forged partial identity with attributes 
that they don’t have). 

None of the testers could obtain 
capability tokens according to access 
control policies they don’t comply 
with. 
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3.1.1.1.5 Authorization 
 

Code Testing description Average evaluation 
result/feedback 

SE-AZ-1 

Verification that users can define authorization 
policies within the PAP (Policy Administration 
Point) in order to manage the access control to 
the target entities register in the context 
manager.  

All testers managed to define the 
access control policies and verify that 
those policies definition rule the 
authorization behaviour of the 
system. 

SE-AZ-2 Verify that policies allow to specify validity time 
period for the capability token associated. 

Testers verified this security 
property.  

SE-AZ-3 Verify that policies allow defining access control 
conditions based on identity attributes. 

All testers agreed they can define 
access control conditions in the 
policies. 

SE-IM-7 

Testers test that they can’t obtain a Idemix 
credential from the SocIoTal Identity Manager 
associated to another user defined in KeyRock.  

• Note: the obtained idemix credential 
must be valid, and therefore it can be 
used to generate a legitimate partial 
identity (Idemix proof). 

• is assumed that the attacker does not 
have the credentials of the SocIoTal 
server, so that it cannot take the Issuer 
private key from the server, or access to 
the admin password of KeyRock 

It is fulfilled, none of the testers were 
able to obtain Idemix credentials 
associated to another user. Meaning 
they could not forge Idemix credential 
or impersonate another user. 

SE-IM-8 
Check confidentiality in communications. 
Connections to every component should be 
done over HTTPs. 

All testers verified that 
communications can be done only 
through Https. 

SE-IM-9 

Verification that only users that receive the 
material from the same Issuer, will be able to 
verify the partial identities generated. (because 
all share the same group and system 
parameters) 

Testers were able to create credential 
from a forge Issuer, but they could not 
use and verify such a credential 
against the Verifier 
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SE-AZ-4 

Checking that users cannot obtain capability 
tokens, based on policies that they don’t meet. 
(e.g. using identity attributes that they don’t 
satisfy in the policy). 

All testers verified that they could not 
obtain capability tokens when they 
don’t meet the policy. 

SE-AZ-5 

Verify that users can employ the obtained 
capability token against a verifier entity which 
deploys the library for evaluate capability tokens. 
Verification that forged tokens cannot be used to 
gain access (that is, the integrity of the token is 
ensured). 

Even though some testers were able 
to create their own fake capability 
tokens, none of them could validate 
and use those forged capability 
tokens against a verifier. 

SE-AZ-6 Verification that an expired capability token 
cannot be used to access to a target device. 

Testers tried to use an expired 
capability token with no avail. 

SE-AZ-7 

Verification of the proof of possession 
mechanism. It allows verifying that the identity 
presenting the capability token is actually the one 
defined in the capability token. 

Verification fulfilled successfully by 
all the testers. 

SE-AZ-8 
Check confidentiality in communications. 
Connections to every component should be done 
over HTTPs. 

All testers verified that 
communications can be done only 
through Https. 

 
3.1.1.1.6 Group Manager 
 

Code Testing description Average evaluation 
result/feedback 

SE-GM-1 Verification that only registered users in the 
IdM are able to obtain CP-ABE keys  

None tester who was not registered in 
the IdM, was able to obtain a CP-ABE 
key 

SE-GM-2 
Test Confidentiality in communications, CP-
ABE key will be sent to user through a secure 
channel (TLS). 

All testers verified that the process for 
obtaining the CP-ABE key only could 
be done through HTTPS 

SE-GM-3 
Verify that user can only obtain CP-ABE keys 
associated to the set of his identity attributes, 
stored in Sociotal IdM. 

Testers tried to decrypt information that 
was encrypted with other attributes, 
and they could not. 

SE-GM-4 
Verification that user receive the material 
from the same Attribute Authority (Group 
Manager server) will be able to decrypt.  

Testers tried to decrypt information that 
was encrypted with different public 
parameters, and they could not. 
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SE-GM-5 
Verification that only users satisfying the CP-
ABE policy that is used to encrypt a specific 
information, will be able to decrypt the data 

Testers tried to decrypt information with 
a CP-ABE key that didn’t satisfy the 
policy, and they could not. 

SE-GM-6 

End-to-end confidentiality is ensured. Only 
final entities are able to decrypt information. 
Namely, the Context Manager (acting as 
broker) where data is published cannot 
access the data. 

Achieved properly 

 
3.5.1.4 KPI Achieved Results 
In addition to the security evaluation described above, testers were also asked to perform the 
necessary actions to evaluate the KPIs defined in the project. The following tables defines the 
KPI results achieved for the security testing performed. These KPIs were defined in the trials 
of deliverable D5.2 [2]. The KPIs description are omitted here again for the sake of space.  
 

KPI ID KPI title: Value 

001 Number of evaluators 9 

024 User trust 9 

035 Successful anonymous authentication 100% 

036 Partial Identities Fulfilled 

037 Minimal personal disclosure Fulfilled 

038 Identity Credentials integrity Fulfilled 

039 Tokens integrity Fulfilled 

040 Access Control Policies Fulfilled 

Table 3. KPIs for evaluation 

 

KPI ID KPI title Value 

001 Number of evaluators 9 

024 User trust 10 
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041 Successful subscription process 100% 

042 Successful publication process 100% 

043 Successful key generation 100% 

044 Data encryption Fulfilled 

045 Data decryption Fulfilled 

Table 4.  Group Sharing Trial. KPIs used for evaluation 
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Section 4 -  Overall Evaluation feedback 
Selected pilots provide a very effective scenario to evaluate the SocIoTal achievements 
because they build real applications and services, enrolling real users but, in some way, the 
obtained results are biased, since they do not involve all the platform functionalities or engage 
all envisioned set of users separately. This section matches the pilots’ feedback presented in 
Section 3 and complements this process with those results obtained from components and 
platform evaluations played in external events, such IoT Week or Senzations, processes 
detailed in D6.5 [41] and D6.6 [24]. This way, an overall vision of the complete evaluation of 
the SocIoTal functionalities is provided.  

4.1 Main results  

Based on the evaluation processes described in D5.1[3] for pilots and using questionnaires 
defined in D5.2 [2] for components, this section presents captured feedback related to tools 
and enablers (deeply detailed in WP3 works [28] and in Task 5.2 [2]), and the platform 
evaluations done in SocIoTal events (listed in Figure 19 and detailed in WP6 [41], [24] merged 
with pilots’ evaluation KPIs, in terms of user’s participation (profiles engaged, focus groups, 
etc) and platform performance (fluency and response times, usefulness of offered 
functionalities, support and new requested capabilities). 
4.1.1 Engaged Users 
Along the SocIoTal project life, there were different sets of external testers and users that have 
been introduced into SocIoTal features and had the chance of evaluate the whole integrated 
platform or some of its components developed novelties. Starting on 2015’s IoT Week, in 
Lisbon, where a selected set of external IoT experts evaluated the first version of Context 
Manager, Security Framework and User Environment APIs, passing through the different 
organized workshops, meetups and hackathons, and closing this document with the users 
testing the pilots in Santander and Novi-Sad, two different user profiles were pursued: 

• End Users: with no special deep technical knowledge, but somehow already 
introduced in new technologies as, at least, smartphone owners. This profile is intended 
as final users of the pilots and services SocIoTal develop, in order to demonstrate the 
possibilities that new services built on top the SocIoTal Platform, regarding sharing 
users’ information within secured sharing environments, fostered by IoT technologies 
may offer to citizens. 

• Developers: able to create simple (or sophisticated) apps using the APIs and tools 
provided by SocIoTal that exploit different sets of data provided by SocIoTal users 
and/or SocIoTal integrated information sources. This approach tries to show the 
different business models that IoT may offer to the community, fostered by SocIoTal 
features. 

The total number of final users that have, in one way or another, worked with the SocIoTal 
Platform (or with a subset of it) is quite difficult to evaluate, since it has been presented (as a 
working set) in many different events in different cities and there exist a published open 
instance where users from all over the world can connect and play. Focusing on specifically 
evaluation events and pilots, the numbers are shown below (Table 5). 
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Profile Event/Pilot Number of engaged users 

Developers IoT Week (Belgrade) 10 

 Senzations 2016 (Warsaw) 30 

 Santander’s Sharing Info Pilot 10 

Total Developers  50 

End Users DisApp Pilot 32 

 Mood of the City 50 

 Elevator supervisor 40 

 Security Evaluation 9 

Total end users  131 

   

Registered Users SocIoTal Cloud Instance 108 

Table 5. Numbers of engaged users 

 
4.1.2 Platform & Components performance 
End users and developers that participated in evaluation events and/or in pilots provided their 
felling about the different user experience (depending on the components evaluated or the 
user/developer approach) they had related to SocIoTal platform and/or SocIoTal features. In 
the table below (Table 6) main comments, bugs and improvements are captured along the 
different evaluation processes, including meet-ups and co-creation workshops. The feedback 
is collected using evaluation questionnaires presented in D5.2 [2] and D6.5 [41]. Similar 
answers that are resulted with the same correction method for improvements are summarized 
into one column. 

Component 
Entity 

Description of issue Improvements Comment 

Context 
Manager 

In our attempts to communicate with 
the SocIoTal API 
(193.144.210.50:3570), we managed 
to flood the server with sensor data, 

Enabled throttling to avoid 
DOS-ing the application on 
frequent Update/Append 
requests 

A problem with the Context 
Broker was identified. Next 
software deployment will fix 
the bug 
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effectively DOS-ing it and disabling the 
service for some time.  

Perhaps throttling should be 
implemented on the test server. 

 

General 
documentation 

More documentation. There is a wiki, 
but we believe that a more extensive 
documentation would greatly help 
those trying to integrate with the api. 
Specifically, newcomers would benefit 
of a document describing the concepts 
(community, context, group, identity) 
and providing concrete use cases. 

Final version of API released, 
all documented. Enhanced 
previous version of 
documentation with more 
details 

Elaborated tutorials were 
provided (SocIoTal GitHub) 

Context 
Manager 

Ability to specify pagination in the 
request, to get multiple paginated 
results on queryContext endpoint 

This is supported by CB 
service so next version will 
include this feature 

 

User 
Environment 

Make it more approachable for older 
people   

User 
Environment: 
WebEnv 

It was not hard to manipulate with user 
environment; it could be more 
simplified 

New design for web 
Environment is provided with 
new release providing more 
intuitive UI 

 

User 
Environment: 
WebEnv 

The control for the making the required 
action with user environment could be 
more visible, it could be designed better 

New design for web 
Environment is provided with 
new release with more 
information 

 

User 
Environment: 
WebEnv 

There is a lack of information given to 
perform certain tasks. It could be better 
explained or designed, textually or 
graphically 

Detailed specification for 
mobile and web environment 
is given 

 

User 
Environment: 
MobEnv 

How does it look – plain; it should be 
better designed. 

Are you able to do the things you want 
to - partially 

How is it to navigate – easy 

What other features would you like the 
app to provide – precise readings 

Added ability to monitor 
readings using the mobile 
application 

The goal of the application 
design was to keep it simple 
as possible. The first version 
did not have values for the 
device in user workspace 

User 
Environment: 
MobEnv 

In this moment, only “bad” thing is 
communication with the sensor and 
requirement to use the code in order to 
send data to the platform. 

/ 

This task should be done by 
the developer. Process for 
the citizens is now 
documented in more details 
for the MobEnv  

Context 
Manager 

Can’t delete an entity with OMA NGSI9. 
Add NGSI query builder helper 

A new extended REST 
method was provided to delete 
entities (including those 
registered through NGSI9) in 
V3 

“Pure” OMA NGSI9 does not 
support entities deletion. 
Query REST NGSI builders 
are developing in close 
collaboration with Organicity 
project 
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F2F enabler Missing an interactive tool to test the 
API   

Group Manager 

Didn’t work because of old JDK version 
(jdk 1-6). The limitation of the use of the 
library only on Android devices. More 
details on encryption and decryption 
data algorithm 

  

IdM Client 
Android 

It would be better to have snippets of 
code and also already prepared test 
appplications 

The IdM is integrated into the 
mobEnv and know works on 
click when user enters data 

 

Trust Manager 
Documents to be updated with 
reputation query explained. Attribute 
variable description, Explanation of 
ranking scores 

Documentation is updated 
with required information  

User 
Environment: 
WebEnv 

- No help, no tooltips, lots of required 
data that is not explained like “id”. Top 
button does not work. 

- Add tooltips (mouse only) each 
field, and explain what kind of data is 
required, and where you can find it. 
Also put examples 

- You have image in top right corner 
but you can’t edit 

- Use (***) lots of premade channels 

- Drag and drop UI 

- Overall it’s not very friendly for non 
IT personal 

- Add (logos icon) for channels and 
devices (custom *** also) 

- Dashboard with status of devices? 

New design for web 
Environment is provided with 
new release providing more 
intuitive UI. Bugs corrected 

 

User 
Environment: 
WebEnv 

In “connection” wizard 

- Do step action before the channel 
selection 

- The trigger value in connections has 
to be checked, or there must be 
something that filter the type you are 
setting 

- When sending a notification, it 
would be nice to add and “insert text” 
within the white box 

-- It would be better to have all 
different fields in only one column 

- It would be interesting to have the 
subscribe button at the top 

- To be able to see who is subscribed 
to your entities 
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- Anomalies should be something 
automatic, not something that you have 
to trigger 

- Paginate or reduce the results from 
the subscription, it can be a very long 
list 

Table 6. Summary of relevant comments and feedback obtained along evaluation sessions  

As a result of these bug corrections, platform and its documentation improvements, the last 
evaluation produced only several comments, mainly related to the 1st point in the table. In this 
moment, third-party is engaged into the project to evaluate the platform, its installation, 
documentation and usability as a last step of the evaluation procedure.  

4.2 Platform & Tools impact 

The enrolment of end-users and developers in the development of the SocIoTal platform has 
had a large impact in the direction that we have taken. The consortium has responded to 
feedback and incorporated this into the design of the platform. However, this is an iterative 
process and there are still actions that can be taken in order to further improve the platform.  
One major piece of feedback that was received was the need for more tutorials and 
documentation. An aim of the project was to provide detailed documentation and this has been 
done in the form of tutorials and a wiki. However, it is not until users begin to use the 
documentation that we are able to identify areas that required further or more detailed 
documentation. Providing detailed and useful feedback will increase the uptake of the platform 
as users will find it easier to set up and manage. The tools and framework is being used in 
external projects and will continue to be developed and have bugs fixed. 
The SocIoTal project detailed a number of key performance indicators (KPIs) that can be used 
to evaluate the performance of the project. The KPIs were initially stated in the DoW and were 
updated in the Year 2 report. A number of the KPIs are related to the pilots and are therefore 
detailed here. Table 4 presents the KPIs relevant to the pilots and provides the figures which 
have been achieved by the pilots. 

 Description of Work Updated KPIs to be used for the 
measurement of project success     

Category KPI Initial 
Threshold KPI Description KPI 

Threshold 
Santander 
Pilots 

Novi Sad 
Pilot 

Cloud 
Instance 

Citizen 
participation 

# 
Followers 1,000 

# People involved in 
meetups and co-creation 
workshops 

1000 201 90     

# Active 
users 100 # Field trial participants 50 32 25 108   

# 
contributed 
IoT 
devices or 
streams 

800 

# Sensors, mobile 
devices, users and entities 
supplying data to the 
platform 

500 35 3 79 62 
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Services 

# Services 
realised in 
project 
trials 

4 
# Services created by 
modular components of 
SocIoTal 

4 3 2   

# Services 
from 
developer 
community 

4 # Projects developed from 
hackathons 4       

Developer 
participation 

# 
Followers 100 # Developers exposed to 

SocIoTal tools 100 25 4   

External to 
the 
consortium 

# 
Registered 
developers 

20 
# Active developer 
participants (use and 
extend the framework) 

50 10 4   

# Active 
projects 5 # External projects using 

the platform 5 3     

Table 7. The relevant KPIs for the pilots 

Table 4 illustrates that the pilots have contributed significantly in meeting the KPIs. It has 
introduced a large number of followers to the project, over a quarter of that stated in the KPI. 
These followers are people who are actively interested in the project. For both the Santander 
and Novi Sad pilots, there were a large number of people actively involved in the pilots. The 
total number, 57, is over half the number which was originally stated as being a success for 
the project. The pilots have also exceeded the number of services that are required and 
provided a large number of developers who have been exposed to the project and are actively 
extending the framework. Finally, the pilots have provided further visibility for the project which 
means that some external projects are interested in using the platform. For example, 
Organicity [37] is interested in using the platform in its forthcoming open calls. Wise-IoT [36] 
will use part of the SocIoTal developments and Fed4Fire [43] hosts an instance of the platform. 
As detailed in Section 2.3, there is an instance of the platform which is available for public use. 
At the current time, 108 user profiles have been created, 79 entities have been registered and 
62 communities have been created. It is clear that the open instance of the SocIoTal platform 
provides a valuable opportunity for users and developers to try out and test the platform without 
have to perform a full installation. The public instance will remain for the foreseeable future 
and will therefore provide an environment in which users and developers can try out and test 
the SocIoTal platform. 
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Section 5 -   Conclusions 
Deliverable 5.3 contains the results obtained from Task 5.3, focused on bringing the technical 
novelties achieved by SocIoTal (in terms of its integrated platform) to the end user, fostering 
this engagement process with the social mechanism also designed within the project. The 
objective, this way, is twofold: on one hand, get the end user (with different profiles) to evaluate 
the SocIoTal integrated platform capabilities and performance, obtaining a valuable feedback 
that helps on improving the offered functionalities, and, in the other hand, evaluate also the 
procedures and incentives created to attract and involve these sets of end users. These two 
ways converge on providing the final user with an IoT based open source environment, 
designed and adapted to their needs, that leverages the use of IoT capabilities and information 
sharing, fostering also the IoT based business models proposed and developed by citizens. 
To achieve this, Task 5.3 played 4 pilots and a field trial, enrolling users from different profiles 
in different countries, for them to get in touch and evaluate the novelties and integrated platform 
capabilities that SocIoTal offers and for SocIoTal partners to evaluate the efficacy of the 
mechanisms to engage them and improve its components features. Aside that each pilot’s 
played service and evaluation process includes technical aspects related to components 
performance, these pilots and trials pursue: 

• Presenting citizens (as users with no special technical skills further that operate a 
smartphone) the possibilities an open IoT platform offers to develops special designed 
services based on their close collaboration and information sharing, all this covered by 
security and privacy mechanisms that allow them to decide how, when and where their 
provided information will be shared. In this line, DisApp, Mood of the City and Elevator 
Supervisor pilots deployed concrete applications built on top SocIoTal tools to be 
directly evaluated by citizens in Santander and Novi-Sad. 

• Getting developers play and test SocIoTal Platform main functionalities, in order to, 
complementing the citizens approach, present them the capabilities and novelties 
SocIoTal offers them to develop new services based on IoT shared information and 
even create new business models on top. This is aligned with the Shared Info pilot, that 
relies on an open instance of the platforms and offers the possibility to download and 
install owned and dedicated instances. 

• As Security and Privacy are key functionalities SocIoTal project worked on and so, 
special novel capabilities are offered to either citizens and developers, a specific field 
trial, focused on the Security SocIoTal framework that involved a set of selected 
security-oriented end users was also run in Murcia, in order to ensure this framework 
is providing secure in the way the project envisions. 

Aligned with this objectives, the different KPIs presented that somehow measures the impact 
and success of SocIoTal are mainly grouped on: 

• End users’ and developers’ engagement, providing numbers that, if could be not wide 
enough to consider that SocIoTal platform has perfectly penetrate into new IoT 
technologies, are quite sufficient to say that this path has started and the features and 
applications developed on top have been well accepted. 
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• Feedback collected during presentation events, hackathons and pilots, that provided 
to both, technical and social project partners, a vision of how the components of the 
platform execute their corresponding features and about the adaptation of the material 
(tutorials, APIs description, etc.) and the different engagement sessions (meetups, 
workshops, etc.) to the project objectives. This feedback also includes the security 
related indicators filled by the Security and Privacy field trial. Here, special value is 
given to the developers’ feedback that remarked and request improvements in the 
available APIs, documentation and support but also pointed to the usefulness of the 
novelties introduced by SocIoTal. 

Based on these collected KPIs, and in main lines, it has been shown that the pilots have played 
a key role in the success of the SocIoTal project. They have trialled the platform in a real-world 
environment with real users. In addition, they have created public engagement and interaction 
with the project which has provided feedback on which further improvements can be made. 
This way, SocIoTal opens the way for external end users to actively participate on a citizen 
centric EU project, that, although it was not as huge as initially desired, it can be considered 
more than enough for a research initiative like SocIoTal to validate its results. On the other 
hand, there are some issues that should be improved, in order to obtain a better platform for 
final users to exploit: apart from some bugs detected, a set of new functionalities plus enriched 
APIs documentation were requested. As the SocIoTal Integrated Platform will continue alive 
and supported once the SocIoTal project officially ends, due to an all partners’ commitment, 
all these bugs, requests and suggestions will be addressed in next versions of the platform.        
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Abbreviations and acronyms 

AA 

AAA 

Attribute Authority  

Authentication, Authorization and Accounting  

AC 

API 

Access Control 

Application Programming Interface 

CP-ABE 

DISMAP 

DIY 

F2F 

GM 

GPRS 

IDE 

IoT 

IdM 

I2C 

KPI 

NFC 

PDP 

PIR 

QR 

REST 

RPI 

RSSI 

SD 

SHS 

SPI 

TRL 

XACML 

 

Ciphertext Policy Attribute-Based encryption 

Accessible routes for Disabled People Navigator 

Do It Yourself 

Face to Face 

Group Manager 

General Packet Radio Service 

Integrated Development Environment 

Internet of Things 

Identity Manager 

Inter-Integrated Circuit  

Key Performance Indicator 

Near Field Communications 

Policy Decision Point 

Passive Infrared 

Quick Response Code 

Representational State Transfer 

Raspberry Pie 

Received Signal Strength Indication 

Secure Digital 

Subjective Happiness Scale 

Serial Peripheral Interface 

Technology Readiness Level 

eXtensible Access Control Markup Language 
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Appendix I. DisApp pilot survey responses 

Introduction  

This appendix aims to provide a general view of the results obtained from the questionnaire 
spread across the participants of the DisApp pilot. The participants were encouraged to 
complete a questionnaire that was sent to them a month after the meetings where the 
application was presented to them and installed on their smartphones. Thus, the project could 
have a report of the experience of the users with the application, being able to identify the 
strengths and weaknesses to be taken into account during future implementations.  
The questionnaire was formed by 20 questions related to four different aspects: “look and feel 
and easiness”, “application behaviour”, “usefulness of the application”, “about the future of the 
application”. Following are presented the most relevant results, both in Spanish and English, 
since the questionnaire was initially described in Spanish.  

Apariencia y facilidad de uso de la app - Look and feel and easiness of the app 

• ¿Cómo valora el aspecto de la aplicación? 
 How do you value the look and feel of the application? 

 
 

• ¿Le parece intuitiva y fácil de navegar?  
Does it seem intuitive and easy to navigate? 

Blue  Very good 

Red  Good 

Orange  Normal 

Green  Worse than the average 

Purple  I don’t like it at all 
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• ¿Es el contenido claro y comprensible? 

Is it the content clear and understandable? 

 
• ¿Le parece fácil calcular una ruta?  

Is it easy to calculate a route? 

Blue  Very easy 

Red  Easy 

Orange  Normal 

Green  A bit difficult 

Purple  Very difficult 

 

Blue  Totally understandable 

Red  Understandable 

Orange  Relatively understandable 

Green  Not very understandable 

Purple  Not understandable at all 
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• ¿Le parece fácil reportar un obstáculo? 
Is it easy to report an obstacle? 

 
• Por favor, indique las dificultados que ha encontrado en el manejo de la aplicación (si 

las hubiere) 
Please, indicate the difficulties that you have found when managing the application (if 
it proceeds)  
 

Blue  Very easy 

Red  Easy 

Orange  Normal 

Green  A bit complicated 

Purple  Very difficult 

 

Blue  Very easy 

Red  Easy 

Orange  Normal 

Green  A bit complicated 

Purple  Very difficult 
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o Encuentro que sería útil a la hora de calcular rutas el poder introducir direcciones, 
no únicamente situar los punteros. En el caso de marcar inicio y fin manualmente, 
creo que sería cómodo poder situar los punteros directamente sin tener que 
arrastrarlos, ya que a veces hay que desplazarlos una distancia bastante larga. 
When calculating routes I would find useful to be able to introduce addresses, not 
only placing the markers. In the case of placing the start and end marker manually, 
I think that it would be comfortable to place directly the markers, without dragging 
them, since sometimes you have to displace them a long distance. 

o En el apartado de Rutas al no explicar qué significa cada símbolo me hice un lío al 
principio del uso, creo que podría poner la descripción o para qué se usa de cada 
icono debajo. Cuando reportas un obstáculo debería de dejar buscar la dirección 
por nombre porque al manejarte en el mapa para buscarlo es algo complicado y 
más si no lo reportas en el mismo momento de la foto. 
In the Routes tab since there is no explanation about the meaning of each symbol 
I was lost in the beginning, I think that it could be useful to add a description to 
indicate for what each icon is used. When reporting an obstacle it should let you 
find an address by its name because using the map to find the place is a bit difficult, 
especially if you don’t make the report when you take the photo. 

Comportamiento de la aplicación - Application behaviour 

• ¿Cómo valoraría la calidad de las rutas calculadas por la aplicación?  
How would you value the quality of the routes calculated by the application? 

 
• ¿Ha tenido problemas al registrarse en la aplicación?  

Blue  Very good 

Red  Good 

Orange  Normal 

Green  Bad 

Purple  Really bad 
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Have you got any problem to register in the application? 

 
 

• En caso de haber tenido problemas al registrarse en la aplicación, por favor 
indíquelos 
In the case of having problems to register in the application, please indicate them 

o Al instalar 
To install it 

• ¿Cómo valoraría la rapidez al realizar alguna acción en la aplicación? 
How would you value the speed when performing an action in the application? 

 

Blue  No problems 

Red  Some problems 

Orange  Many problems 

 

Blue  Very fast 

Red  Fast 

Orange  Slow 

Green  Very slow 
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• ¿Qué porcentaje de veces se le ha cerrado la aplicación de forma forzosa porque 
se ha producido un error achacable a la aplicación? 
What percentage of times the application has been force closed because an error 
attributable to the application? 

 
 

Utilidad de la aplicación - Usefulness of the application  

• ¿Le ha resultado útil la aplicación?  
Did you find the application useful? 

 

Blue  Less than 10% 

Red  Between 10% and 50% 

Orange  More than 50% 

 

Blue  Very useful 

Red  Quite useful 

Orange  Not very useful 

Green  Not useful at all 
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• ¿Cree que puede resultar útil para otros ciudadanos?  
Do you think that it can be useful for other citizens? 

 
• ¿Por qué?  

Why? 
o Ayuda a moverse por la ciudad 

It helps to move along the city 
o Proporciona un conjunto de funcionalidades muy interesantes 

It provides a set of very interesting functionalities 
o Por las barrera 

Because of the barriers 
o Por calcular obstáculos 

Because it calculates obstacles 
o Si se llegan a registrar los máximos obstáculos posibles y si se mantiene 

actualizada la aplicación, creo que puede resultar útil tanto para residentes con 
movilidad reducida como para visitantes. 
If the maximum number of obstacles are reported and if the application remains 
updated, I think that it can be useful for both residents with reduced mobility and 
visitants. 

o Anticipar las posibles dificultades para desplazarse por Santander 
Anticipate the possible difficulties to move around Santander 

o Porque la mayoria de las veces a no ser de que conozcamos el camino porque 
lo hacemos a diario no sabemos los obstáculos que nos podemos encontrar. 
Tengas o no una discapacidad. 
Because most of times, unless we know the path because we do it every day, 
we do not know the obstacles that we can find. Having or not a disability. 

Blue  Very useful 

Red  Quite useful 

Orange  Not very useful 

Green  Not useful at all 
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o Especialmente para aquellos que de repente se vean con alguna dificultad o 
para personas que no estén acostumbradas a moverse por una zona de la 
ciudad/pueblo, es decir, sobretodo que no lo conozcan y quieran ir por allí, pues 
para saber por dónde sería más fácil poder pasar 
Especially for those that suddenly meet a difficulty or for people who are not 
used to move around an area of the city/village or do not know it and want to 
go there, it makes it easier to know through what places you can pass. 

o Aquellas personas con movilidad reducida tienen que tener más en cuenta que 
nosotros los obstáculos, y es algo en lo que no siempre pensamos debido a 
que no nos supone casi en ningún momento demasiado engorro el evitarlos o 
coger otra ruta 
Those persons with mobility problems have to take into account the obstacles 
more than us, and this is something that we do not think about because for us 
is not difficult to avoid them or change the route. 

 
 

• ¿Cree que resulta interesante para los ciudadanos desde un punto de vista social 
y de concienciación ciudadana? 
Do you think that it is interesting for citizens from a social and consciousness-
raising point of view? 

 
 

Sobre el futuro de la aplicación – About the future of the application 

• ¿Recomendaría esta aplicación?  

Blue  Very interesting 

Red  Quite interesting 

Orange  Interesting 

Green  Not very interesting 

Purple  Not interesting at all 
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Would you recommend this application? 

 
• ¿Le gustaría que en un futuro esta aplicación fuera desarrollada de forma comercial 

(gratis o de pago) y que cualquier usuario pudiera utilizarla? 
Would you like that this application were commercially developed in the future (free or 
with charge) and that any user could use it? 

 
• ¿Le gustaría poder utilizar la aplicación cuando viaje a otras ciudades? 

Would you like to be able to use the application when you travel abroad? 

Blue  Definitely yes 

Red  Probably yes 

Orange  I don’t know 

Green  Probably not 

Purple  Absolutely not 

 

Blue  Definitely yes 

Red  Probably yes 

Orange  I don’t know 

Green  Probably not 

Purple  Absolutely not 
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• ¿Qué cambios/mejoras añadiría a la aplicación? 
What changes/improvements would you add to the application? 
o Encuentro que sería útil a la hora de calcular rutas el poder introducir direcciones, 

no únicamente situar los punteros. En el caso de marcar inicio y fin manualmente, 
creo que sería cómodo poder situar los punteros directamente sin tener que 
arrastrarlos, ya que a veces hay que desplazarlos una distancia bastante larga. 
Creo que sería útil también una leyenda con los colores de los distintos tipos de 
obstáculos para distinguirlos a simple vista rápidamente. 
When calculating routes I find that it would be useful to be able to introduce 
addresses, not only place the markers. In the case of place manually the start and 
the end markers, I think that it would be comfortable to place directly the markers 
without dragging them, since sometimes you have to move them a long distance. I 
think that it would be useful also a legend with the colours of the different obstacles 
to make them quickly distinguishable to the naked eye. 

o Aparcamientos, lugares resguardo lluvia, comercios adaptados, cajeros 
adaptados, posición desfibriladores. 
Parking lots, places to be protected from the rain, adapted shops, adapted cash 
machines, position of desfibrillators. 

o Más clasificaciones de los obstáculos a reportar. Poner los comercios y 
bares/restaurantes donde haya espacios adaptados (baños, mesas, movilidad ente 
mesas, escalones....). 
A larger classification of the obstacles to be reported. Mark in the map commerce 
and pubs/restaurants which have adapted spaces (bathrooms, tables, space to 
move around tables, stairs, etc.). 

Blue  Definitely yes 

Red  Probably yes 

Orange  I don’t know 

Green  Probably not 

Purple  Absolutely not 
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o Es dificil conocer la duración de las obras si no hay una valla indicativa de lo mismo 
o preguntas a los propios obreros, habilitaria un tipo comentario, de tiempo 
aproximado o que no se sabe seguro pero parece... 
It is difficult to know the duration of the works if there is not a sign indicating it or if 
you do not ask the workers, I would enable a comment to indicate that the time is 
approximate and that it is not reliable although it seems to be… 

• Escriba aquí cualquier comentario que quiera aportar sobre la aplicación 
Add here any comment that you would like to provide about the application 
o Creo que la aplicación puede llegar a resultar bastante útil y es de fácil manejo. 

I think that the application can be very useful and that it is easy to use 
o Interesante 

Interesting 
o El problema de usar el gps es que consume mucha batería por lo que quizá habría 

gente que no la usaría para moverse o calcular una ruta. Me gusta mucho que 
salgan todos los nombres de comercios cerca de la zona en la que buscas el 
obstáculo porque te puede dar ideas sobre dónde ir. 
The problem of using GPS is that it consumes a lot of battery so maybe people 
would not use it to move around or calculate a route. I really like that you can see 
the names of the shops around the area where you are looking for obstacles 
because you can find ideas of places to go. 

o Quisiera daros las gracias por pensar en las personas de movilidad reducida y para 
que nos hagais partícipes de esa colaboración que al final supone un beneficio 
para todos. 
I would like to thank you for thinking in people with mobility problems and because 
of made us participants of this collaboration that involves a benefit for all. 
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Appendix II. Santander’s Sharing Info pilot survey responses 

Introduction  

The objective of this section is to present the results gathered from the questionnaires spread 
across developers who have used the SocIoTal APIs, more concretely the APIs provided for 
the SocIoTal Context Manager and the SocIoTal Communities Manager tools. The participants 
were encouraged to complete the questionnaire a month ago, in order to give them enough 
time to test the tools and provide a realistic feedback. Thus, the project can have a report about 
the experience of the users with the APIs, being able to identify the strong functionalities and 
the ones which would need a refinement for future implementations. 
The questionnaire is formed by 20 questions related to four different topics: “Documentation”, 
“Use and behaviour of the APIs”, “Usefulness of the functionalities” and “About the future”. 
Following subsections present all the questions and the most relevant answers received from 
the people who participated in the survey. 

Documentation 

• Has it been easy for you to find the documentation of the different APIs provided by the 
project? 

 
• How simple and intuitive was it to navigate through the documentation? 
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• How clear and understandable do you think the content of the documentation is? 

 
• In the case you have reported a doubt, it has been easy to do it? 
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• Please, add any comment that you want referring to the documentation 

o Quite good documents and material. Need to be a little bit better organized (to 
make it easier to find it) 

o The documentation is detailed and easy to follow 
o Some of the content are too descriptive, I needed to read a lot of text before 

implementing something. In general, better more than less, but for some API 
more important parts of documentation could be highlighted or put in front 

Use and behaviour of the APIs 

• Did you know RESTful? 
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• Are the APIs easy to use? 

 
• In the case that it has not been simple, what difficulties have you found? 

o No clear conventions across different end points 
o Lack of a global view of the complete architecture; API are not well formalized 

and almost not typed (strings everywhere) 
o No special difficulties 
o The APIs are simple to use. 
o It was simple 
o In case of token use it is more complex, but only because token should be 

generated first 
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o Simple and straightforward API. Easy to use after reading the documentation. 
o Manage Communities API 

 
• How fast do you think sending requests and receiving the results is? 

 
• What percentage of requests have returned error directly attributable to an error in the 

APIs? 

 
• Have you had any problem with the functionalities? 
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• If you had any problem with the functionalities, please indicate it. 

o Linking users to communities is not as straightforward as I would have expected 
o Community manager 

Usefulness of the functionalities 

• Does the set of functionalities provided by the APIs cover the frequent needs of your 
projects? 
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• Have the APIs been useful for your developments or do you think that they can be 
useful for other developers? 

 
• Please, select the functionalities that are more interesting for you 

 

About the future 

• Do you think that you will use some of the functionalities provided by the APIs in the 
future? 
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• Would you recommend the use of the APIs to other developers? 

 
• Why? 

 
o It's not easy to get started and see results. I'm skeptical about support in the 

future too. 
o It can be very useful when developing new applications, it saves you time. 
o Well structured and organized. 
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o Because provides a simple-but-complete enough set of IoT functionalities to 
start working with my IoT devices involving external services and users 

o They provide ease of access to a well-developed context database. 
o Because it is easy to use and to integrate with. 
o If I know developer that would need these functionalities I would recommend 

the platform 
o Based on standard, well known enablers. It is possible to build functionalities 

upon the ones offered by the API. 
o Quite useful but not easy to use 

 
• What changes and improvements do you consider that the APIs should include? 

o Convention, convention convention. And pub/sub messaging protocols 
o Proper typed API, normalized naming accross projects and exhaustive 

documentation, such as the ones that are built with Swagger (demo: 
http://petstore.swagger.io/ ) 

o Better capabilities to modify what I have already registered 
o Non 
o Hands-on tutorials are always welcome. Concerning the API itself, once 

understood, its functionalities are enough. 
 

• Add here any comment that you would like to provide about the APIs 
o More examples 
o Try to consolidate a common format among different components 
o Non 
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